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Abstract

Event-based vision sensors are a paradigm shift in
the way that visual information is obtained and processed.
These devices are capable of low-latency transmission of
data which represents the scene dynamics. Additionally,
low-power benefits make the sensors popular in finite-
power scenarios such as high-speed robotics or machine
vision applications where latency in visual information is
desired to be minimal. The core datatype of such vision
sensors is the ’event’ which is an asynchronous per-pixel
signal indicating a change in light intensity at an instance
in time corresponding to the spatial location of that sensor
on the array. A popular approach to event-based process-
ing is to map events onto a 2D plane over time which is
comparable with traditional imaging techniques. However,
this paper presents a disruptive approach to event data pro-
cessing that uses a tree-based filter framework that directly
processes raw event data to extract events corresponding to
interest point features, which is then combined with a Har-
ris interest point approach to isolate features. We hypoth-
esise that since the tree structure contains the same spatial
information as a 2D surface mapping, Harris may be ap-
plied directly to the content of the tree, bypassing the need
for transformation to the 2D plane. Results illustrate that
the proposed approach performs better than other state-of-
the-art approaches with limited compromise on the run-time
performance.

1 Introduction

Event-based vision (EV) sensors are rapidly growing in
use for applications where rapid information access is es-
sential such as high-speed robotics and machine vision ap-
plications. EV sensors are bio-inspired emulations of retinal
neural behaviour [16, 4] which asynchronously release in-
formation on a pixel-by-pixel basis unlike frame-based sen-
sors which produce a complete frame of information using

(a) Frame-based

(b) Event-based

Figure 1: Illustration of 1(a) frame-based emission
showcasing the fix cyclic emission rate with temporal
discretisation and 1(b) showing the asynchronous emis-
sion of EV sensors

fixed cyclic emission rates (Fig.1). The core datatype of
EV sensors is the event ei = 〈ti, xi, yi, poli〉 where t is the
emission time of the event, x and y are spatial identifiers of
the emitting pixel in the sensor array, pol = ±1 indicates an
increase or decrease in light intensity and i is the index of
the event withinE = {e1, . . . , ei}. EV is still in it’s infancy
within computer vision research and its potentials have yet
to be fully realised.

The prevalent approach to processing EV data is to
project it onto a 2D plane via integration over time to pro-
duce an event-frame analogous to a frame from classical im-
age sensor. Such event-based planes are often accompanied
by processing mechanisms to maintain the temporal rele-
vance normally lost through integration such as the time-
surface (TS) [27] and surface-of-active-events (SAE) [3]
which exponentially decays the event’s contribution on the
surface over time. This approach can be considered analo-
gous to motion history images [1]. The obvious downsides
to these mapping processes are (1) sensitivity to the effects
of sparse event data, (2) loss of event time resolution and
(3) reduction in temporal precision. Research has focussed



on minimising these issues [11, 12, 25, 26] but they remain
inherent due to the frame-based mapping.

A binary tree is a data structure which consists of nodes
and edges. The term binary refers to a rule that a node can
only ever possess two child nodes. Binary trees have been
used in computer vision tasks, for example [24] where a
form of binary tree known as a binary partition tree is used
for image segmentation. Similarly in [22] a binary tree is
used for image compression and in [5] binary trees are used
in decomposition of image data for shape analysis and pat-
tern recognition as well as shape matching [14]. More re-
cently binary trees have been used for panorama construc-
tion [10] and visual localisation [13]. The approach pro-
posed here is based on a novel binary tree data structure and
the corresponding algorithms. This data representation and
feature extraction framework does not require a 2D map-
ping of the EV data but rather it can directly process the
raw EV data.

The identification of interest points is one of the fun-
damental building blocks of many machine vision applica-
tions; therefore it has been an area of interest since the early
development of EV such as in [6, 28, 18, 15]. One exam-
ple of an interest point detector is the Harris [9] detector,
an established method for extracting salient points from an
image using characteristics of surface gradient. The Harris
approach has been successfully applied to EV data via 2D
plane mapping [29, 15, 19]. However this inherits the key
downsides of the mapping process as highlighted above.

This paper presents a novel approach to interest point de-
tection using the Reduction-Over-Time (ROT) tree [8] and a
novel event-driven adaptation of the Harris interest point de-
tector [9] called the ROT-Harris. The ROT tree offers a fast
means of processing EV data and has been shown to be ben-
eficial for noise reduction. In Sec. 2 we present the event-
driven ROT-Harris framework followed by experimentation
and comparative analysis with leading state-of-the-art inter-
est point detection methods in Sec. 3. Conclusions in Sec.
4 discuss how the ROT tree approach enables interest point
extraction without the need for 2D plane mapping.

2 ROT-Harris

The ROT-Harris is a novel framework for interest
point detection using ROT spatially indexed trees RS(ei).
ROT makes use of a data reduction model P (k) −→
0.184/ log10 k

1.25 + 0.184 (where k is the time difference
between the current event and previous events), which emu-
lates information retention over time, performs self-pruning
(using a threshold τ ) and uses the same self-balancing ap-
proaches adopted by binary trees such as the Red-Black tree
[7].

ROT trees are self-pruning, based on the P (k) retention
model which produces a metric of relative distance between
ei and ∀ej where j = 1, . . . , i − 1, and self-balancing data
structures optimised for EV data and capable of custom
indexing schemes. RS indexes use x, y co-ordinates and
maintain temporal precision of EV data based on P (k). We
propose to use two ROT trees to represent EV data polarity

pol where RS+∀e : pol = 1 and RS−∀e : pol = −1. A
salient event is then deemed to be an event which occurs in
both RS+ and RS− and the temporal difference in events
is << 0.01 as illustrated in Fig. 2. This eliminates EV data
noise which can be described as isolated events [30] that
occur in one tree or the other, but not both. We define the
resulting tree RE of salient events as RE = RS+ ∩ RS−.
We hypothesise that RS+ and RS− contain the same spa-
tial information as surface-of-active-events (SAE) under the
same conditions whereas RE, contains a refined subset of
only salient events. Therefore, Harris is applicable to RE
using local event of interest transformations to the 2D plane,
rather than the global transformation used in [29, 15, 19]. In
order to apply the Harris operator to RE we create a local
binary patch d of size L×L, centred on the event of interest
ei = 〈ti, xi, yi, poli〉 as denoted in Eq. 1.

d(xi+n, yi+n) =

{
1 if ei+n ∈ RE
0 otherwise

(1)

where d(xi+n, yi+n) is the spatial neighbours surrounding
ei and n = (−L−1

2 , ..., L−1
2 ). The approximation symme-

try matrix M used by Harris is defined as

M =

 ∑
d

g(d)B2
h

∑
d

g(d)BhBv∑
d

g(d)BhBv

∑
d

g(d)B2
v

 =

[
a b
b c

]
(2)

where d is the local binary patch from Eq.1, g(d) is a Gaus-
sian filter, Bh and Bv are the horizontal and vertical gra-
dients computed using the Sobel operator. The Harris re-
sponseR = (ab−b2)−k(a+b)2 where k = [0.04, 0.06] is
computed for each ei. This calculation is known to be com-
putationally expensive when applied to 2D plane surfaces
such as SAE and TS but the nature of the ROT tree struc-
ture ensures sparse and minimal processing as only events
of interest are processed.

3 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate ROT-Harris we use publicly available
datasets [21]; specifically we use the shapes, boxes, walk-
ing and run datasets. The datasets are captured using a
240 × 180 resolution event-based and frame-based hybrid
camera known as the DAVIS240-C [4]. Regarding the base
RS, the nodes are pruned when the P (k) = 0 as the trees
evolve over time. For comparison we use the following
state-of-the-art methods for interest point detection using
EV data: eHarris [29], FA-Harris [15], TLF-Harris [19]
and Arc* [2]. Each of these methods make use of a 2D
plane such as SAE. The eHarris applies the original Har-
ris method directly to an SAE, FA-Harris applies the Har-
ris operator to the localised SAE to determine an interest
point. An interest point is then checked for saliency over
time, and if determined to be salient is mapped to the global
SAE. TLF-Harris is a modification of Harris designed for
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(g) The 2D surface mapping

Figure 2: Illustration of the ROT showing 2(a) RS+, 2(b) RS−, 2(c) RE, 2(d) a 2D mapping of 2(a), 2(e) a 2D
mapping of 2(b) and 2(f) a 2D mapping of 2(c) where the mapping is illustrated in 2(g) (best viewed in colour)

minimised resource usage by applying approximations to
local binary patches using various SAEs and event lifetime
adjustments (keeping active events on a surface over a pe-
riod of time based on a spatial and temporal analysis of
neighbours or pruning inactive events). Arc* applies a mod-
ified version of the Features from Accelerated Segment Test
(FAST) [23, 20] on an SAE surface. By incrementally in-
creasing the search operation in arcs, Arc* overcomes the
180° limitations of FAST to achieve full 360° coverage.

Data contained in RS+ and RS− are presented in
Fig.3(a) where we visually represent the events on a 2D
plane. Fig.3(b) shows the resulting RE tree of salient
events. Here we can see that significant noise removal has
occurred. Fig. 3(c) shows the output from ROT-Harris (red)
overlaid on the visual representation of events in Fig.3(a).
For comparative purposes Fig.3(d) illustrates the interest
points extracted using TLF-Harris using an SAE. By visu-
ally comparing Fig. 3(c) with Fig.3(d), we can see that our
proposed approach ROT-Harris obtains several more accu-
rately located interest points than TLF-Harris.

For quantitative evaluation, we use the technique pro-
posed in [2] to evaluate the accuracy of EV interest point de-
tection in terms of true and false interest points (TP and FP
respectively). This has been widely adopted as an architec-
ture for comparison between interest point detection meth-
ods. To facilitate this, ground-truth (GT) interest points are
detected using the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) [17] track-
ing algorithm with the Harris interest point detector [9] op-
erating on the intensity images from the dataset alongside
cubic spline matching over a defined temporal period to

track interest points. Cylinders are centred on the GT inter-
est points and detected interest points are labelled as True-
Positives (TP) if they fall within a cylindrical region defined
with a 3-pixel spatial radius and the height of the cylinder is
defined as a period of time corresponding to 5ms. Similarly,
interest points are defined as False Positives (FP) if they are
detected outside the 3-pixel GT cylindrical area but within
a 5-pixel GT cylindrical area. Accuracy is then calculated
as

Accuracy =
TP

TP + FP
(3)

Tab.1 reports the accuracy for each method using each
dataset. Highlighted in bold are the highest accuracy re-
sults for each of the four datasets and an additional fifth
column is provided showing the overall average accuracy
across all the datasets. Each row corresponds to the detec-
tion method used. The proposed ROT-Harris is the best per-
forming method in terms of accuracy for all datasets except
for the walking dataset. This can be attributed to the pixel
distance sensitivity (i.e., proximity to GT interest points)
that the ROT trees maintain compared to the 2D surfaces
of the other methods. Additionally, overall ROT-Harris has
the highest average accuracy across all datasets. Tab.2 re-
ports the execution times in nanoseconds for ROT-Harris,
TLF-Harris (selected as it was the second best in terms of
accuracy), and Harris operating over RE which has been
mapped to a 2D plane; we use the eHarris [29] adaptation
of Harris, with thresholding set as in [20], as a base metric
to demonstrate the computational speed of our approach.
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Figure 3: Visual representation of: (a) Data contained in RS+ and RS− visually represented on a 2D plane; (b)
Resulting RE tree of salient events; (c) Output from ROT-Harris (red) overlaid on the visual representation of
events in (a); (d) Interest points extracted using TLF-Harris using an SAE.

Table 1: Accuracy [%] gained from each method (row)
for each data-set (column)

Method
Dataset

Shapes Boxes Walking Run Overall

eHarris[29] 56.89 49.16 66.40 62.07 58.63
FA-Harris[15] 57.66 49.66 65.32 49.66 55.58

TLF-Harris[19] 63.20 53.27 72.13 68.74 64.34
Arc*[2] 55.38 49.01 52.41 53.41 52.55

ROT-Harris (ours) 71.88 61.13 70.21 70.56 68.45

Table 2: Average execution time [nSec] compared with
Harris for each data-set (column)

Method
Dataset

Shapes Boxes Walking Run

ROT-2D-eHarris[9, 29] 89 205 93 94
TLF-Harris[19] 56 110 57 55

ROT-Harris (ours) 68 137 67 61

Execution time was calculated on an Intel© Core i7-3770
CPU @ 3.40GHz with 16GB memory system. In Tab. 2 the

fastest run-times are in bold. In Tab. 2 the TLF-Harris ap-
proach is the best performing with respect to run-time, this
is due to use of an approximation of the Harris response
for each patch rather than using the actual Harris response
measurement. The proposed approach, ROT-Harris does
not perform this approximation but has improved interest
point detection accuracy compared to TLF-Harris and it still
faster than Harris. This is a trade-off between accuracy and
speed, depending on the needs of the machine vision appli-
cation.

4 Conclusion

In this work we present the novel ROT-Harris which is an
event-driven framework for interest point detection which
uses the dynamic ROT binary tree to perform interest point
detection on EV data. Our original hypothesis was that the
ROT trees contain the same spatial information as tradi-
tional 2D visual information mapping and the presented ex-
periments allow us to demonstrate that by approximating lo-
cal binary patches around the nodes within the trees, we can



apply the established and popular Harris interest point de-
tector. Performance evaluation against state-of-the-art EV
interest point detectors demonstrates that this hypothesis
holds and using ROT-Harris enables an increase in inter-
est point detection accuracy with only a slight reduction in
computational performance when compared with the lead-
ing SOTA Harris-based approaches.
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